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During the 2012-2013 academic year, the Committee on Scholarship and Honors met twice and accomplished the following:

At the November 6, 2012 meeting, the Committee:
- Discussed the Proposed Open Access Policy and the Committee voted to support the measure. However, the Committee did opine that the “opt-out” clause could possible weaken the ability of UC to enforce the policy and recommended that the digital article repository be linked to the e-file system in the future, which would enable faculty to update their e-file and deposit electronic versions of their articles into the repository at the same time.
- Discussed the Rebenching Report and the Committee voted to support the policy. The Committee opined that rebenching would benefit students at UCR and that support of the policy is a matter of equity and community responsibility.

At the April 8, 2013 meeting, the Committee:
- Discussed the number of awards to be given to faculty and the Committee voted to change the wording of the call for nominations to read that “Up to two awards” can be given to faculty.
- Discussed whether the call should ask for a structured format or portfolio to be included as a supplement to nomination letters for both the faculty and student awards. The Committee voted to add that the for the faculty awards, nominations must be accompanied by a short report addressing the selection criteria. For the student awards, the Committee voted to request that nominations must be accompanied by a resume.
- Discussed whether the selection criteria listed on the call prevented potential candidates that are otherwise qualified from applying. The Committee voted to modify the criteria of challenges overcome only if applicable.
- Selected the following faculty and students as recipients of the 2012-2013 Chancellors’ Awards for Excellence in Undergraduate Research and Creative Achievement:

  Faculty:  *Jeanie Lau, Professor of Physics and Astronomy
            *Richard Hooley, Assistant Professor of Chemistry

  Students:  *Mr. Eric Lao, Environmental Science
Jeanie Lau: Over the past 7 years, Dr. Lau has mentored 8 undergraduate students, with several students training in her laboratory for at least two years. 5 of these students have graduated and gone on to pursue doctoral degrees. Under her guidance, these students have received several grants, including: multiple Science Circle Awards, Dean’s Fellowships, undergraduate research grants, and a Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Research. Her students’ success is certainly due in part to her close attention to their professional training and access to publication opportunities. These talented undergraduates have co-authored eight refereed journal articles, including publications in *Science*, *Nature* and the *UCR Undergraduate Research Journal*. Dr. Lau includes her students in her research on the physics of nanoscale systems and the properties of graphene, research that has earned her an NSF CAREER Grant and the Presidential Early Career Award.

Richard Hooley: In only 4 years Dr. Hooley has mentored 12 undergraduate students. Under his mentorship, these students have received awards the following grants or fellowships for their research on the development of unique molecules with cavities that can bind, catalytically react, and transport particular molecules: Dean’s Summer Fellowship, Science Circle Award, Rosemary S.J. Schraer Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Achievement, CAMP fellowship, and an NSF Bridge to the Doctorate Fellowship. Dr. Hooley’s commitment to increasing diversity in the sciences is reflected in his participation in the Minority Access to Research Careers – Undergraduate Training in Academic Research (MARC-USTAR), the UCR STEM Pathway, and the California Alliance for Minority Participation (CAMP) program. Additionally, he has trained 8 women, 3 African-American students and 1 Hispanic student. Dr. Hooley’s research has earned him fellowships from the NSF Division of Undergraduate Education program and UC Riverside’s Innovative Use of Information Technology in Teaching program.

Eric Liao: In his four years at UCR, Mr. Liao, an Environmental Science major has built a tremendous resume reflecting his dedication to studying raw seismic data and earthquake processes. He has served as a co-author on 4 papers, and is the first author on one of these publications. Additionally, he has contributed data for presentations at 6 major conferences. He served as the presenter for 3 of these conference presentations. He has received 4 major undergraduate research awards including: the CNAS Dean’s Fellowship, the Undergraduate Research Grant, the CNAS Scholars Summer Research Program, and the Honors Academic Enrichment Fellowship. Although he is committed to intensive research, Mr. Liao remains an excellent student. He has a 3.897 GPA and is expected to graduate Magna Cum Laude. Finally, Mr. Liao has used his expertise and educational experiences to influence K-12 curriculum development. One nominating faculty member notes “Eric is outstanding student, researcher and member of the broader Riverside community.”

Ms. Fatima Mirza: Though she has faced considerable challenges while pursuing her degree at UCR, Ms. Mirza has proven herself a gifted writer who is committed to the development of her craft. Through her coursework, she has created a complex set of characters, all belonging to one family. One nominating faculty member noted that these
characters could provide the framework for a “very fine first novel.” Additionally, it has been said that Ms. Mirza has “a terrific instinct for what to notice, what to perceive, what to see in a moment, in a character, in a dilemma, in a scene.” She has served as an Assistant Editor and Features Editor for *The Highlander*, published in the *Mosaic*, and gave a poignant speech when she presented the Professor of the Year Award for the University Honors Program (2012). She has received numerous scholarships and awards including the 2011-2012 Award for Academic Excellence. Ms. Mirza is already engaging with writing communities beyond the university, as she was accepted to and participated in the Squaw Valley Community of Writers Conference Summer 2012 workshop. Finally, Ms. Mirza has been accepted into the Iowa Writers Workshop, the country’s most prestigious graduate program in Creative Writing.
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